book in that issue immediately following the appearance of "Technique." These criticisms may seem severe, yet is it not better so? Many students here will be governed largely in their opinions of the Annual by the apparent sentiments of The Tech, and surely it is not desirable for anyone to think there is no longer room for improvement even in the best of "Techniques." Beyond this wish to point out faults for the benefit of future boards, The Tech has great consideration for the "Technique." They are in different spheres, to be sure, but with many interests in common. Each can be of immense help and support to the other. The present volume of "Technique" is, undoubtedly, one we may all be proud of, as will be readily believed upon comparison with other college annuals. This is especially the case when it is remembered that all the illustrations are made by Tech men.

IT was voted by the M. I. T. A. C. Executive Committee to request the use of Holmes Field for their Outdoor Spring Meeting. The chairman of the athletic club wrote to Professor Ames, asking if Technology might be allowed the privilege of using the track, and the following answer was received:

You are cordially welcome to the use of Holmes Field for your Annual Outdoor Meeting during the first week in May, if you can arrange the day with Mr. Lathrop so as not to interfere with the University or Freshman Ball Nines, or the Cricket Club. I think you will accomplish this without difficulty. If you meet with any obstacle please let me know, and I will try to help you.

I must make one further stipulation. Our rules do not permit any match games to begin before four o'clock, except on Saturdays, and of course we cannot discriminate in favor of our guests. But the days are so long in May, that I think you can finish your programme from four to dark.

Yours truly,

JAMES BARR AMES.

The above speaks for itself, and The Tech feels sure the Institute appreciates the courtesy of Professor Ames. This shows conclusively that a great deal of the supposed hard feeling between Harvard and the M. I. T. is imaginary.

The Tech is glad to learn that the Glee and Banjo concert held a short time ago proved to be a financial success. But the fact that this money is likely to be divided among the several members of these clubs we are sure will not meet with the approval of the majority of students at the Institute. Five or six dollars to each individual member of these clubs would be of little benefit to them; but if these sums were given in a bulk to one of our athletic organizations, the act would be much appreciated and would show a much more loyal feeling of the members of the aforesaid clubs for Technology. If this money were not going to be divided among the members of the clubs The Tech would not find fault; but as the Glee and Banjo clubs are not organizations that carry over their cash balance from year to year, we feel confident that should they divide this money in a more fitting manner it would serve as an incentive to more enthusiasm and support for the Glee and Banjo clubs of the future.

Although our Football Association is not financially embarrassed, the Athletic Club is exceptionally so, and needs support from almost any source. They see no way of clearing their debt and would be thankful for help from the Glee and Banjo clubs. We hope that the manager of these organizations will deliberate on this matter before any decisive action is taken. However, if the money in question is to be used for the advancement of our musical organizations as such, we have nothing more to say.

A SOPHOMORE was heard to remark at the assembly, "I only hope '95 can do as well next year." That man has the right spirit; let each Junior class in succession take charge of the "Technology Assembly" and raise the standard each year, if possible. Were a committee to be carefully elected by the class, a committee of honor such as the class day committee, composed of men